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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Campus construction still aplenty
By Jessica Danielewicz 
Campus editor 
Campus is taking on a different look as
construction projects are completed and others
started.
Steve Shrake, director of the physical plant,
said there have been a few delays in the com-
pletion of some projects but there has been
overall progress throughout the summer
months.
For example, Shrake said work on Booth
Library has been on schedule thus far.
“[The library] is starting to look like a
building rather than just a construction pro-
ject,” Shrake said.
Workers have now begun site work on the
south end of the building.
However, the food court project has experi-
enced minor delays due to asbestos found dur-
ing construction, said Carol Strode, interim
director of the facilities’ planning and manage-
ment.
Shrake said the Old Main landscaping pro-
ject is expected to be complete by mid to late
September.
In addition to landscaping, a walkway will
be built to connect the east and west sections
of the third floor of Old Main in accordance
with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Shrake said the project will make the third
floor more accessible.
The remodeling of the bookstore is com-
plete except for light fixtures, because of a
delay in delivery; however, fixtures are coming
in slowly and being put up as they are received,
Shrake said. This should be finished in about
three weeks.
Also in the Union, the university plans to
Photos by Kate Mitchell/Assoc. photo editor
(At top) John Co. workers Matt
England and Dave Lucas use a
hammer drill and masonry saw to
cut a hole in the concrete for the
addition of a new food court deck at
the union.
(At left) A worker uses a pulley con-
tinue work on the addition to Booth
Library. The library is expected to
be completed by January.
Projects continue at Old Main,
library, food court, bookstore
South quad gets taste of praise
IBHE to discuss salaries
Pat Guinane
Administration editor
While progress has been made the past
few years, Eastern still ranks last in average
faculty salaries.
Today the Illinois Board of Higher
Education meets at 9 a.m. in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union to discuss, among other
things, faculty salaries.
The IBHE has not conducted a meeting
on Eastern’s campus since 1991.
The meeting will address a myriad of
campus issues including student fees and
campus diversity.
Eastern’s Interim President Lou
Hencken said it’s difficult to choose which
topic will be the key issue of the meeting.
“There’s quite a bit to go on, so it’s hard
to pick which will be the big one,” Hencken
said. “It depends on where you’re coming
from.”
Hencken said the different topics appeal
to various members of the campus commu-
nity, but achieving and maintaining com-
petitive  salaries is a key issue for the entire
campus because it allows universities, such
as Eastern to retain their best employees.
While Eastern achieved the highest per-
centage increase in faculty salaries the past
two years, it still ranks last in average
salaries among public universities in
Illinois.
“Yes we’ve made improvements, but do
we have a long way to go? The answer is
definitely yes,” Hencken said.
According to a release from the board,
See CONSTRUCTION Page 9
By Erika Larson
Activities editor
An unusual sound floated up to the resi-
dence hall windows of the South Quad last
night: praise music.
The Praise Fest, sponsored by Chi Alpha
Ministries, and the Volunteer Fair combined
live worship music with booths providing
information on area ministries, churches and
volunteer organizations.
The Volunteer Fair spotlighted over seven
area volunteer organizations and agencies.
One to two hundred people walked
through the fair, estimated Lynette Siegel, a
junior early childhood education major and
representative for InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship.
“We made quite a few contacts,” she said. “I
think it’s helpful when all the organizations are
in one place because then you can see all that
there is to offer.”
The Praise Fest featured the Praise
Assembly of God youth praise team and the
Board meets on Eastern’s campus for first
time since 1991 to discuss university issues
Yes, we’ve made
improvements, but
do we have a long
way to go? The
answer is definitely
yes.
Interim Eastern President
Lou Hencken on the need
for better faculty salaries.
“
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Time to play catch up
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate today will
get caught up on the various events
that took place over the summer.
The senate will hold its first
meeting of the semester at 2 p.m.
in Buzzard Hall Room 2504.
“It will probably just be orienta-
tion and talking about the
changeovers that happened over
the summer,” said Bud Fischer,
faculty senate chairperson and bio-
logical sciences professor.
Fischer said the senate will dis-
cuss new appointments in
Eastern’s administrative structure.
This semester the university has a
new president in Lou Hencken,
who is serving on an interim basis,
and four new vice presidents.
Jeff Cooley was appointed vice
president for business affairs. Jill
Nilsen was appointed vice presi-
dent for external relations.
Blair Lord, a newcomer to
Eastern, takes over as vice presi-
dent for academic affairs. Shirley
Stewart, will serve as vice president
for student affairs on a interim
basis, filling the position vacated
when Hencken was appointed
president.
Mark Hudson, an Eastern
graduate, also returns to the uni-
versity as the new director of hous-
ing and dining.
In the academic departments,
William Addison takes over as
chair of the psychology depart-
ment, and Allen Davis assumes the
math department chair on an
interim basis.
The faculty senate also will wel-
come its new members.
David Carwell, an assistant
professor in the political science
department; Barbara Lawrence, an
assistant professor in the chemistry
department; Luis Clay Mendez, a
professor in the foreign languages
department; and Matthew
Monippallil, a professor in
accounting and finance, will start
their terms as senate members
today.
After orientating the new
members and discussing operating
principles and procedures, the sen-
ate will go over committee assign-
ments and consider future topics
for the senate to discuss.
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For the dogs
Abby, a lab mix, waits for her owner Katie Rees, a junior fcs consumer affairs major while she pays for her purchases Monday afternoon at the poster
sale held outside the fine arts building. Many students took advantage of the poster sale on its first day.
Eastern’s version of drive-in movie airs tonight
By Erika Larson
Activities editor
People have all seen hundreds
of movies before, so what makes
one particular movie-going experi-
ence stand out over another? 
For years, the drive-in movie
has held a certain memorable
charm for audiences.
Eastern’s own version of the
drive-in movie will take place at
8:30 p.m. tonight in the South
Quad with the showing of The
Sixth Sense, sponsored by the
Office of Orientation.
“The outdoor movie is a tradi-
tional event that Orientation does
for Panther Preview Week, so stu-
dents can meet and mingle,” said
Kimberlie Moock, director of ori-
entation.
She said the event is free and
open to anyone, including stu-
dents, faculty and the Charleston
community.
Moock, who has held her posi-
tion in the Office of Orientation
since last February, said it is her
understanding that the outdoor
movie event is one that students
look forward to and has been
highly attended in the past.
What sets the event apart from
other movie events is the huge
screen and surround sound, she
said.
“It has the feeling of an old
drive-in movie.”
For the past few years, the
movies shown on the quad have
been of the horror/suspense genre.
This year’s selection is the result of
a summer poll asking students,
staff and faculty what they would
like to see, Moock said.
Poll respondents chose between
movies they had seen growing up
or scary movies, Moock said.
“Several of the movie options
were Goonies, What Lies Beneath
and The Shining,” she said.
“The Sixth Sense was by far
the overwhelming response from
the poll.”
In case of rain, the movie will
be shown in The Grand
Ballroom, but Moock said every-
one involved is just hoping for
good weather.
“We encourage everyone to
bring blankets and pillows and
come out and join us in the quad,”
she said.
Faculty Senate to discuss summer changes
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25¢ Drafts
$1.00 Pitchers
Pemberton residents hungry for service
By Jessica Danielewicz 
and Michelle Jones
Staff editors
There used to be a time where
every student who lived in the resi-
dence halls had a dining service that
was “their own.”
Students living in Carman,
Andrews, Lawson, Thomas, Taylor,
Stevenson, Lincoln, Douglas and
Pemberton halls did not have to go
outside to get to a cafeteria, and those
living in Weller, McKinney and Ford
only had to walk a couple of feet.
Then the Gregg Triad Dining
Center closed and was turned into a
24-hour computer lab. This fall
another dining center has closed.
Students living in Pemberton
Hall no longer have the convenience
of walking downstairs in their paja-
mas to get their meals, and although
most were not mad enough to move
to another residence hall, many resi-
dences are disappointed and miss
their dining service.
“I wish it was open, so we didn’t
have to walk somewhere else,” said
Leslie Johnson, a freshman elemen-
tary education major.
One benefit to having a dining
center in the residence hall a student
lives in is not having to deal with
winter coats, boots and gloves to walk
to another dining center during cold
days in the winter.
“(The closing) didn’t bother me
that much, but we didn’t have a real-
ly bad winter last year,” said Amy
Whitezell, a sophomore music edu-
cation major. “If for some reason we
have a really bad winter, like if it
snows a lot, if would be nice to come
down for at least one meal.”
Now that Pemberton is not a
choice for her anymore, Whitezell
said she will most likely eat her meals
at Stevenson. “For lunch, the sand-
wiches are preferable, and on week-
ends, it’s closer than Taylor,” she said.
The Office of Housing and
Dining sent all Pemberton residents a
letter informing them of the dining
center’s closure and giving them the
opportunity to change halls if they
wanted.
Whitezell decided to stay in
Pemberton because she did not eat
there often enough to move, and she
really liked her roommate and the
building. However, she said several
rooms were empty on her floor.
Mark Hudson, director of hous-
ing and dining, said five students
chose to change their housing plans.
Rebecca Lands, a junior special
education major, said even to have to
the dining service open a few days a
week would be helpful.
“Right now it doesn’t bother me,
but when it gets cold it will,” Lands
said.
Pemberton Dining Service closed
this fall in an effort to expand services
in larger residential areas of campus
because of a shrinking budget,
Hudson said.To continue expanding
weekend service, it was necessary to
redistribute resources, he said.
Though many students under-
stand why the decision was made to
close Pemberton Dining Service this
year, they still find it an inconve-
nience.
Brittany Wisovaty, a junior art
education major and Pemberton res-
ident, said she understands the Office
of Housing and Dining’s reasons for
closing the dining service, but she
misses eating there on the weekends.
“I think that if they hadn’t closed
it on the weekends, their numbers
wouldn’t have dropped,” Wisovaty
said.
While the dining service was
open, many people could be found
enjoying their  omelettes and waffles
and having a nice brunch. Now one
student said Pemberton is deserted.
“It’s just sad because no one will
come to this end of campus any-
more,” said Krista Bodin, a junior
communication disorders and sci-
ences major.
One aspect to Pemberton Dining
many students will miss is
Reservation Only Dining, which was
held Friday and Saturday nights.The
atmosphere of Reservation Only was
similar to a sit-down restaurant and
the menu included items such as
steak and shrimp.
“I never ate there on a regular
basis, but I liked their Reservation
Only dinners,” said Liz Sterrett, a
junior journalism major. “It kind of
spiced things up a bit.”
Whitezell agreed, saying
Reservation Only was her favorite
part of Pemberton Dining.
“Reservation Only was a plus,”
she said. “It was something differ-
ent to do with friends.”
While many students in
Pemberton had an opinion about
the closing, some students who live
in other places on campus were
oblivious to the fact that it had
closed.
“I don’t really care. I never ate
there anyway,” said Traci Soprych,
a junior elementary education
major.
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Gabrielle Granados, a sophomore undeclared major, converses with a friend at lunch in Stevenson dining service
Monday afternoon. I think the Stevenson dining service will become overcrowded without Pemberton s similar
menu and services,  Granados said.
Election Day should be
a national holiday
This editorial previously ran in 
the Daily Illini.
The presidential election will never be
the same after the 2000 fiasco that left
the nation wondering who its president
was for 36 days. Oddly enough, former
Presidents Ford and Carter are the two
that are going to make sure things are
different for future elections.
Perhaps the biggest proposed change
is to make Election Day a federal holi-
day.This is probably the best change
they could make.
A lot of times people can’t get to the
polls because they are at work, in school
or taking care of their families. Yes, if
someone was really adamant about vot-
ing, they could probably find a way. But
there are so many people out there that
would like to vote, but never get around
to it. Maybe they intended to vote on
Election Day, but then decided they
should work overtime that day to catch
up. Or they go up during their lunch
break and the lines are so long they have
to leave before they can cast their vote.
We learned last election that any vote
can make a difference. Now we need to
make sure everyone eligible has a chance
to have their vote counted. And making
Election Day a federal holiday isn’t the
only way to get more people to vote.
Ford and Carter, with President
Bush’s cautious support, proposed a
number of changes in their 105-page
election-reform report.
One of the suggestions is to restore
voting rights to felons, which is a great
idea. Once felons are out of prison, they
have served their time and are back on
equal footing with the rest of us. After
all, they are still citizens and have the
right to say who they want to represent
them.
Every election year, people are turned
away because their registration is in
question. Some people are not allowed to
vote because of what could be the result
of a badly trained election judge or a
misunderstanding.The election-reform
report suggests that all voters be allowed
to cast ballots and the questionable ones
be set aside. After the election, those bal-
lots would be reviewed and determined
whether they could be counted.This
should guarantee everyone who is prop-
erly registered a fair chance to vote.
Standards should also be adopted that
define what constitutes a vote and reeval-
uate voting methods.This should elimi-
nate the confusion of last year when elec-
tion judges had to decide if partially
marked ballots counted as a vote.
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c d s i e v e r s @ e i u . e d u
T
here was something
different about com-
ing back to Eastern
this semester. It took
me a while to figure out what it
was, but I had this feeling that
something had changed.
It wasn’t that Booth Library
was starting to take shape, or that
the area around Lantz was begin-
ning to look more like a sports
complex.There was something deeper —stability.
For the first time since I have been an Eastern student, the
administration is starting to take shape, much like Booth
Library and the other construction projects on campus have as
they near their completion dates.
Most of the interim vice presidents have been replaced with
permanent positions and other crucial positions on campus
have been filled, such as the director of housing and dining.
Even though there is a search for a new campus president,
the temporary replacement can hardly be considered an office
temp.
The Board of Trustees made a good decision for the univer-
sity when they appointed Lou Hencken as our interim presi-
dent. Hencken brings 36 years of experience to the interim
president position.
I got to know Hencken back when I was covering the
Student Senate beat three years ago. Nearly every Wednesday
night he would be sitting — usually by himself — in the back
of the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union watching the Student Senate make decisions
on campus issues. By watching Hencken through my years at
the newspaper I realized he was a good friend to have if you
wanted to know something. He has never been too busy to
answer questions or to stop and
say hi when you pass him on the
street.
In my mind it takes a leader,
who not only walks the halls of
Springfield looking for funding
for the university, but also a per-
son who walks the halls of
Eastern getting to know the stu-
dents and the work they do.
This is the type of person I think
of when I think of Hencken — a people person.
I was talking with a friend the other night who is new to
this campus. She was telling a story of this man who stopped to
talk with her while she was handing in papers in Old Main.
Come to find out it was Hencken. She had no idea who she
was talking to; all she knew was that someone had taken the
time to stop her to ask her about her day.
Since the time I have been here I cannot say that the uni-
versity structure has been stable. How could it be with the
amount of turnover and temporary positions on the adminis-
trative level that has been seen in recent years? 
Our former president succeeded in one aspect of her job—
getting funding for the university—but she fell short when it
came to getting to know the campus community.
Hopefully, the new position for Hencken will not take away
from his time to get to know the community of Eastern. After
all, how much pride and joy can one take in getting a few extra
dollars for Eastern if he or she does not know the people that
will reap the benefits?
Administration finally taking shape
“In my mind it
takes a leader who
not only walks the
halls of Springfield
looking for funding,
but also a  person
who walks the halls
of Eastern ...”
Chris Sievers
Editor in chief
Other views
n Chris Sievers is a senior journalism major and a bi-weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cdsievers@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to 
cdsievers@eiu.edu
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editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Today members of the Illinois Board of HigherEducation will be on Eastern’s campus.
The members of the IBHE may notice a thin report
buried in their informational packets. It will read,
“Gateway to Success: Rethinking Access and Diversity
for a New Century.”
Put simply, the report, compiled by the IBHE com-
mittee on access and diver-
sity, states that Illinois
institutions of higher learn-
ing need to do a better job
of recruiting and retaining
minority students.
And after the mem-
bers peruse the report, it will be a good idea to take a
walk around Eastern. It will then be a little easier to put
all the facts, figures and conclusions into a human per-
spective.
Students at Eastern are suffering from a lack of diver-
sity. Currently Eastern “boasts” a less than 10 percent
minority population—9.62 percent to be exact.
While institution leaders may view the figures as sig-
nificant progress, it is nothing to be happy about.
It is shameful.
The report states that as a learning environment, it is
essential to expand the diversity of the student body as
well as the diversity perspective of education in order to
provide a complete learning experience.
The composition of Eastern’s student body does not
reflect the working environments into which graduates
will be flung.
Students will leave an island of 90 percent white stu-
dents to float in a sea of different cultures, religions,
races, ethnicities, sexual preferences and beliefs.
Eastern provides little of a life raft.
If they are looking for it, IBHE members will be able
to see Eastern’s deficiencies in this arena as they walk
around and observe.
In the interests of minorities, whites and Illinois at
large, it is important to take this report seriously. Eastern,
as well as many other universities, needs immediate
action.
Diversity
needs help
IBHE report identifies
diversity needs
Eastern, as well as other insti-
tutions need help diversifying
their makeup.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
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Shopping instead of studying
Students did not have trouble finding the temporary home of the Union
Bookstore. The Bookstore was moved during the summer to the 24-hour
study lab while renovations could be made to the original location. Above,
students gather up last-minute supplies Monday afternoon. 
Officer killed responding
to Chicago street fight
CHICAGO (AP) — A police
officer gunned down while
responding to a fight in an alley on
the city’s South Side was the second
Chicago police officer killed in the
line of duty in less than two months.
Eric D. Lee, a 9-year veteran
officer, was shot once in the head
Sunday night. Aloysius Oliver, 26,
of Chicago was arrested shortly
after the shooting and has been
charged with first degree murder,
police said Monday.
Lee’s death brings to five the
number of Chicago police officers
killed in the last three years. All the
dead were tactical officers under the
age of 40 who had been on the force
less than 10 years. The last four
killed were shot in the head.
A somber Chicago Police
Superintendent Terry Hillard talked
about the officers at a news confer-
ence Monday.
“Young officers and police offi-
cers are going to die. They’re going
to get hurt. They’re going to be
harmed and this is just a fact of life,”
Hillard said.
“I wish I could stand up here and
tell you this is not going to happen
again,” he continued. “I’d be lying to
you. This is going to happen again.”
Lee, 37, and other tactical offi-
cers, who can draw some of the
toughest assignments, had been in
the area on an unrelated narcotics
investigation when they saw at least
two people beating a third person
who was on the ground.
After officers announced their
presence the two offenders fled and
one fired a shot striking Lee, who
was in plainclothes, in the head,
police said.
Oliver is a known gang member
and a twice convicted felon who was
paroled last year from a prison in
Wisconsin on drug and weapons
charges, said Philip Cline, police
chief of detectives.
Freshman gear-up for college
SPRINGFIELD, (AP) — Freshmen across Illinois
are getting ready for their first year of college. And one
college is getting ready for its first year of freshmen.
The University of Illinois at Springfield has never had
freshmen or sophomores, but after a decade of effort
administrators have created the “Capital Scholars” pro-
gram to serve underclassmen.
“We’re excited,” said James Stuart, the program’s
director. “This is going to be fun.”
The university had hoped to recruit a first year class of
100 students for the program, and Stuart said a total of
119 students have paid their registration fees and are
scheduled to show up Thursday.
“(The total) is quite remarkable for the first year,”
Stuart said.
The Capital Scholars program is targeted for a select
group of students. Stuart said the initial class has an aver-
age ACT college entrance exam score of 25-26, and the
students rank in the top 15 percent to 20 percent of their
high school classes.
UIS was founded in 1970 as Sangamon State
University, an “upper division” university, with juniors,
seniors and graduates. The idea was that students would
complete their first two years of college at community
colleges before moving on to an upper division school to
finish up.
The upper division concept never worked as well as it
was hoped and has been abandoned by most of the
schools that originally adopted it. Administrators at
SSU/UIS began publicly discussing adding freshmen and
sophomores in the early 1990s, although there had been
discussions of the idea on campus for some time before
that.
It was assumed that the university would move to a
full four-year undergraduate program when it became a
part of the U of I system in 1995, but opposition from
other colleges fearful of competition for freshmen delayed
approval of the change until 1999.
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Going Back To School?
Study This!
“School is one place you’ll find the better ingredients to make a better life. 
So good luck and study hard.”
Large Cheese
Pizza
$7.99
10” 1 Topping Pizza
Order of Breadsticks
$7.99
424 W. Lincoln
16” 1 Topping
pizza & 2 liter
$10.99
Open 11am Daily
HOT off the grill
Burgers
Hot Dogs
Polish
PLUS....
Appetizers
ICE COLD
Drafts & Bottle Beer
Cocktails
PLUS...
Hooch Hard Lemonade
on Draft
Tonight: $1.50 16 oz 
Coors Light
Alumni give residents chance to showcase art
By Meg McNichols
City editor
Eastern alumni head up Artspace, a new
store in downtown Charleston that features
a variety of jewelry and artwork, and the
opportunity for students to showcase and
sell their own pieces.
Joy Pratt, co-owner of Artspace, would
like to assist Eastern art students by provid-
ing them with materials at wholesale prices,
bypassing the higher priced items in retail
art stores.
The jewelry supplies are shipped from
India, Canada, California, Chicago and
British Columbia.
Artwork created by the students in the
Charleston Teen Reach program decorates
the storefront window, and the money
raised from the sale of the jewelry will be
used by the program to paint the center,
Pratte said.
Her materials include glass beads, hemp
jewelry, paintings, anklets and earrings.
Homemade kaleidoscopes, some made from
billiard balls, adorn the glass display cases
next to sterling silver necklaces and stained
glass figures.
The pieces of blown glass on display are
the work of Eastern graduate Dave Hunter,
a counselor in town.
Pratte breaks up her day between her
three kids, the store and her day-to-day
duties as research assistant to history pro-
fessor Martin Hardeman.
Pratte created her business after her
daughter was enrolled in a gifted art pro-
gram at Jefferson Elementary before it was
dropped from the curriculum.
Along with her husband and another
Charleston couple, Brett and Kelly Bensley,
Pratte built the store on their life’s savings
and hopes to boost sales with its grand
opening Sept. 2.
“It would be a real shame if there wasn’t
anything in the area to provide an outlet for
art,” Pratte said.
Former owner Gail Warner was in the
process of closing up the storefront when
Pratte decided it would be a great opportu-
nity to showcase the talent of local artists.
She said business has been picking up,
and is surprised to see that the majority of
her clientele is male.
“The guys are really into the beading and
hemp,” she said.
She is working on a hemp band for a
man’s cap right now.
“We’d like to do consignment with the
students,” Pratte said. “Last year an Eastern
student taught a class here.”
Currently, Pratte is looking for students
interested in teaching classes to area grade-
schoolers.
Artspace is located at 714 Monroe St.
across from the Will Rogers Movie Theatre.
Students interested in displaying work or
teaching classes can call Pratte at 348-1290.
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Everett Pratte, 6 (standing), Ben Pratte, 9, and Miranda Wohlman, 11, work on their art pro-
jects outside their mother Joy Prattes shop, Artspace, Monday afternoon. Artspaces
grand opening will be Sept. 15.
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“New Place In Town”
Giant Cheeseburger & FF
DRAFTS
$1
$1
59
00
Must Present Coupon
Expires 9-15-2001
ICY MUG
Across From Fairground
345-3811
Auditions
this
w e e k!
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
7:30 8:37 9:37 10:37 11:37 1:37 2:37
8:00 8:17 8:57 9:14 9:57 10:14 10:57 11:14 12:57 1:14 1:57 2:14
8:03 8:20 9:00 9:20 10:00 10:20 11:00 11:20 1:00 1:20 2:00 2:20
7:35 7:45 8:06 8:23 8:42 9:03 9:23 9:42 10:03 10:23 10:42 11:03 11:23 11:42 1:03 1:23
1:42 2:03 2:23 2:42
7:40 7:50 8:10 8:27 8:46 9:06 9:27 9:46 10:06 10:27 10:46 11:06 11:27 11:46 1:06 1:27
1:46 2:06 2:27 2:46
7:43 7:53 8:13 8:30 8:50 9:10 9:30 9:50 10:10 10:30 10:50 11:10 11:30 11:50 1:10 1:30
1:50 2:10 2:30 2:50
3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00
3:37 4:07 4:37 5:07 5:37 6:07 6:37 7:07 7:37 8:07 8:37 9:07 9:37 10:07 10:37
3:44 4:14 4:44 5:14 5:44 6:14 6:44 7:14 7:44 8:14 8:44 9:14 9:44 10:14 10:44
3:48 4:18 4:48 5:18 5:48 6:18 6:48 7:18 7:48 8:14 8:48 9:18 9:48 10:18 10:48
3:55 4:25 4:55 5:25 5:55 6:25 6:55 7:25 7:55 8:25 8:55 9:25 9:55 10:25 10:55
10:05 10:50 11:35 12:20 1:05
10:10 10:55 11:40 12:25 1:10
9:30 10:15 11:00 11:45 12:30 1:15
9:35 10:20 11:05 11:50 12:35 1:20
9:40 10:25 11:10 11:55 12:40 1:25
9:43 10:28 11:13 11:58 12:43
9:45 10:30 11:15 12:00 12:45
9:55 10:40 11:25 12:10 12:55
10:03 10:48 11:33 12:18 1:03
2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30
2:07 2:37 3:07 3:37 4;07 4:37 5:07 5:37 6:07 6:37 7:07 7:37 8:07 8:37
2:14 2:44 3:14 3:44 4:14 4:44 5:14 5:44 6:14 6:44 7:14 7:44 8:14 8:44
2:18 2:48 3:18 3:48 4:18 4:48 5:18 5:48 6:18 6:48 7:18 7:48 8:14 8:48
2:25 2:55 3:25 3:55 4:25 4:55 5:25 5:55 6:25 6:55 7:25 7:55 8:25 8:55
3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30
12:00
3:07 3:37 4:07 4:37 5:07 5:37 7:07 7:37 8:07 8:37 9:07 9:37 10:07 10:37 11:07 11:37
3:14 3:44 4:14 4:44 5:14 5:44 7:14 7:44 8:14 8:44 9:14 9:44 10:14 10:44 11:14 11:44
3:18 3:48 4:18 4:48 5:18 5:48 7:18 7:48 8:14 8:48 9:18 9:48 10:18 10:48 11:18 11:48
3:25 3:55 4:25 4:55 5:25 5:55 7:25 7:55 8:25 8:55 9:25 9:55 10:25 10:55 11:25 11:55
Fall 2001 Business Panther Express Schedule
Bus 2 *
Where
Square
Lantz (back)
Coleman Hall
Carman Hall
Thomas Hall
MLK Jr. Union
MLK Jr. Union
Wal-Mart
7th and Polk
Square
Walkers
Greek Court
Carman Hall
Taylor  Hall
4th and Grant
4th and Lincoln:
4th and Polk
Square (NW)
MLK Jr. Union
Thomas Hall
MLK Jr. Union
Wal-Mart
7th and Polk
Square
Walkers
MLK Jr. Union
Wal-Mart
7th and Polk
Square
Walkers
Mon-Fri 7:30 a.m.- 3 p.m.
Mon-Wed 3 p.m.- 11 p.m.
Thurs-Sat 9 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Saturday 2 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.- 12 a.m.
— Schedule information provided by the Eastern Illinois University Student Government
*Pocket editions of the Panther Express Schedule may be obtained at the Student
Activity Center on the third floor of the Martin Luther King University Union.
Be an editor for The Daily Eastern News. Experience 
necessary. Contact CHRIS at 581-2812 or e-mail: cdsievers@eiu.edu
Shuttle Bus facts:
The shuttle bus under the operation of H&H
Transportation runs a campus and city route at a
cost to students of $10. 90 per semester. The two
buses run from 7:40 a.m. until midnight and is
under the direction of the Student Government’s
Shuttle Bus Committee. For Questions, com-
plaints or suggestions call 581-5522
Wanted PT bartender & waitress.
Apply in person to Charleston
Eagles 3100 at  375 N. 14th St.
Charleston. After 11 a.m.
______________________8/24
Cocktail Waitress/Bartender at
The Place in Ashmore, 8 miles
east of Charleston. Must be 21,
call for interview. 349-8613
______________________8/24
*Access to computer?
Internet/mail order free booklet.
1-800-218-7543. www.Money-
Dreams.com
______________________9/14
The Parks and Recreation
Department is immediately seek-
ing applications for Afterschool
Club Instructors for the school
year. We are looking for respon-
sible, enthusiastic people with a
background in early childhood
education or recreation.
Afterschool Club will begin Aug.
28 and end June 7. For more
information contact Parks and
Recreations Department at 345-
6897 and ask for Diane Ratliff.
______________________8/22
Charleston CUSD #1 announces
the following positions for the
2001-2002 school year:
___________1/2-time Preschool
____1/2-time Reading Recovery
____ (person should already be
trained)
__Submit application, transcripts
and copy of teacher certificate(s) 
________to: Dr. Ted Wetekamp
______________ CUSD #1
____________ 410 W. Polk
____ Charleston, IL  61920
____ Ph. # (217)345-2106
CUSD #1 is also in need of:
___________substitute teachers
_________substitute custodians
_________substitute secretaries
Inquire at above address.
______________________8/23
Charleston Dairy Queen is now
hiring for noon hours. Will work
around your schedule. Apply at
20 State Street, Charleston.
______________________8/31
Experienced servers needed.
Flexible availability. Apply at
Cody’s Roadhouse, Mattoon.
______________________8/24
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for painting class-
es for Fall 2001 semester and
weekend drawing sessions. To
apply, come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts 216.
______________________8/31
LANDSCAPE WORKERS: Part-
time Fall job includes shoveling,
laying brick, stone, etc. Starting
pay $7.00 with opportunity for
raises. References and valid dri-
ver’s license required. For appli-
cation, call Franklin Landscaping
at 345-2683.
______________________8/23
Wanted: A computer expert to
print some choral music. 345-
5654.
_________________8/23
COUNTY OFFICE PRODUCTS,
406 6th st. Part time delivery and
in store customer service. Apply
in person.
_________________8/24
Wanted PT bartender & waitress.
Apply in person to Charleston
Eagles 3100. 375 N. 14th St.
Charleston, after 11 a.m.
______________________8/24  
Babysitter needed for 2 children
from 10am-2pm Monday-Friday
348-7942
______________________8/24 
Immediate openings for servers
and bus personal at Mattoon
Country Club. Experience and
day availability helpful. Call John
at 234-8831 for an Appointment.
______________________8/29
NOW 3 people, 2 bedroom, 1 Loft
on the square. Water, trash, heat
included. $240 each. call 348-
7733.
8/28
3BR House, 2 Baths. AVAIL-
ABLE IMMEDIATELY!  1/2 Block
from EIU. $600 per month. Will
take 3 students. Lease and
Deposit required. Call 276-7888
or 345-4028.
_______________________9/4
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th
St. across from Buzzard. For
more information, call 348-0157
________________________01
1017 Woodlawn: 2 BR., fur, apts.
avail 8/1, all appliances, AC, on
site laundry, $250 ea/2 people.
Call 348-7746.
________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students. 345-2702
________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-
1479
________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, furn &
unfurn, No pets 345-7286
________________________01
STUDENT APARTMENTS, May
& Aug, ex cond, Furn & unfurn.,
1,2 & 3 bedroom, No pets 345-
7286
________________________01
STUDENT HOUSES, Fall 2001-
2,3,4 & 5 Bdrms, ex. con., furn &
unfurn. Most with laundry  No
Pets, $250-$300 per person 345-
7286
________________________01
Single Apts. $300-$350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included. Charleston Square.
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
________________________01
FALL 2001-5 bdrm house for girls
Excellent location, Laundry, AC
No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
1 BR Spacious Furnished apart-
ments, $350. Ideal for couples.
745 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127 or cscjb@eiu.edu
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO
PETS. MCARTHUR MANOR
APARTMENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
CAMPBELL APARTMENTS.
STUDIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM,
HEAT, WATER, TRASH, ELEC-
TRIC. 416 6TH ST. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 bedroom apt. Furnished,
utilities included. NO PETS!
2121 18th Street. Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, &
3 BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266
OR 346-3161.
________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 348-0350.
________________________01
LOOK 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM-
PUS!  Large one BR Apartment,
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265
________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. FUR-
NISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD,
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, AND LAUNDRY ON-
SITE. LINCOLN WOOD PINE-
TREE 345-6000.
________________________01
10 month leases avail on student
rentals, houses and apartments,
ex con. No pets. 345-7286
________________________01
Apartment for rent. Available May
1. 2 Bedroom furnished apart-
ment for couple, or two females.
Lease and security required.
348-8305
________________________01
2 BR apartment $420 furnished.
Patio, deck, oak cabinets.
Available summer and next year.
746 6th street call 581-7729 or
345-6127 or cscjb@eiu.edu
________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus. 4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
________________________01
3 Bedroom House for rent. 1038
9th Street. Reference and
deposit required. Available
August 1. $240/person. 348-
1067.
______________________6/27
4 bedroom 2 bath Townhouse
available for the 2001-2002
school year. Washer & Dryer,
Central Heat and Air, Dishwasher
and Disposal. Very close to cam-
pus. $235/person/month.
First/Last/Deposit/Lease. Trash
paid. Move in  August 1. No pets.
345-8458
________________________01
Close to campus/Morton Park.
House for 3-4 students to rent for
2001-2002 school year. 1 and 1/2
baths, Air conditioning, washer &
dryer, large eat-in kitchen, 2 car
garage, large yard, basement.
First/last/deposit/lease required.
Move in August 1. No pets. 345-
8458 Leave message.
________________________01
4 bedroom Student House excel-
lent condition. Washer/dryer,
central air, dishwasher, parking.
No pets. 345-7286.
________________________01
5 bedroom Student House, close
to EIU excellent condition.
Washer/dryer, air, screen porch,
no pets. 345-7286
________________________01
Roommate needed-1 or 2 per-
sons. Clean house, smokers and
pets accepted. No deposit
required. Own room and split util-
ities. Call 235-0265, 273-5226, or
856-2318
______________________8/31
One bedroom furnished apart-
ment near campus. a/c, dish-
washer, very nice. $400/month.
Youngstown Apt, call 345-2363
______________________8/24
Female house mates, share or
single room. $250-$275.
Furnished, ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED. 1808 S. 9th, near
EIU Health Clinic. 345-3273
______________________8/24
Now leasing 2BR furnished Apts.
Quiet place to live & study!  No
pets. McArthur Manor
Apartments. 345-2231
________________________01
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet, serious students
only. Fall/Spring, $195/mo. 9
month contract. Most utilities
included. AC & Kitchen privi-
leges. One block from campus.
Dian, 345-7266 after 5 pm.
________________________01
Girls 2 bdrm, clean, furnished,
water, trash, washer and dryer
included. $260 ea. 1111 2nd st.
235-3373 or 348-5427
______________________8/24
Dorm sized refrig. for rent, 3 sizes
available. 348-7746
______________________8/31
Deluxe lease student apt.
Mattoon. Carpet, all new appli-
ances, 2 vanities, dressing room,
large bath. 348-8406.
________________________00
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house. Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
________________________00
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE. 2-4 BR
one block from campus. $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
________________________00
1 sublessor for 3 bedroom house.
$320/month, all utilities included.
washer and dryer. VERY NICE.
Call 618-392-0432 or 618-843-
9999. Ask for Michelle.
______________________8/24
Two bedroom apartment on the
square for fall and spring semes-
ters. Available immediately.
$440/mo. Call 345-0401
______________________8/31
Willow Heights Apartments. 2
girls need a roommate, have your
own room. Call Kristin for details
217-345-9311
______________________8/24
FALL AND SPRING. 2 GIRLS
NEEDED FOR 4 GIRL APART-
MENT ACROSS FROM DOMI-
NO’S. CALL 345-9761 FOR
INFO.
______________________8/21
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. ONE
GIRL FOR A TWO BEDROOM
TO SHARE WITH A VERY NICE
ROOMMATE. DISHWASHER,
DECK, CENTRAL AIR, NEWLY
REMODELED, QUIET LOCA-
TION NEXT TO CAMPUS. CALL
LESLIE AT 345-2363.
______________________8/24
1 female to sublet a room with
four other girls, on Grant, good
location. $225 month call 345-
7014
______________________8/24
Roommate needed M/F.
Spacious 4 bedroom, own room,
close to campus. 348-1008
______________________8/29
Clean, used furniture. New twin,
full & queen bedding. Low prices,
delivery available. Elliott’s
Furniture. 712 Lakeland Blvd.
Mattoon, IL  61938  Call for info:
1-800-300-0773.
______________________8/24
Dorm sized refrigerator. Phone
348-7746.
______________________8/31
Clean used furniture. New twin,
full and queen bedding low
prices, Delivery Available. Elliott
Furniture 712 Lakeland BLVD
Mattoon, IL  Call for info  1-800-
300-0773.
______________________8/24
Futon. Good Condition. $60. Call
(217)581-8095.
______________________8/24
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida. Join Student
Travel Services, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash and free trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
_____________________10/12
Illinois Nu of Sigma Phi Epsilon
won its third Buchanan Cup
(Outstanding Chapter Award) at
the 100th Anniversary Conclave.
It is great to be tops among 252
chapters nationally!
______________________8/21
SUPER VINTAGE SALE AT JUST
SPENCE’S. 1148 6TH STREET.
30% - 50% OFF. OPEN TUES -
SAT 1:30 - 5:00. 345-1469.
SALE IN PROGRESS.
______________________8/22
SUPER VINTAGE SALE. Just
Spences  1148 6th St. 30-50%
off. Open Tues. - Sat. 1:30-5:30
p.m. 345-1469
______________________8/23
Classifiedadvertising
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: ________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________
Phone: ______________________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: __________________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Announcements
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 “Gee whillikers!”
5 Deviate
9 Terra ___
14 Judge
15 Switch ending
16 Thai or
Taiwanese
17 Suffix with fab-
ric
18 Valley girl?
19 Mad
20 Alaska
23 High-ranking
clergyman
24 ___ Fables
28 “Snow White
and the Seven
Dwarfs”
31 Biblical tower
site
34 Home, informal-
ly
35 A, in Aachen
36 Dumbfounded
37 “___ say …”
39 Judge’s seat
40 Org. governing
two confer-
ences
41 Japanese soup
42 Funny hitting
sounds
43 The Clermont
47 Aloft
48 Supporter
52 What 20-, 28-
and 43-Across
each turned
into
55 Cassette con-
tents
58 Goes kaput
59 How many a
product is
advertised
60 Idolize
61 “… or ___!”
62 Lone Star State
sch.
63 Windblown soil
64 Famed loch
65 Prepare a salad
DOWN
1 Hold
2 Horse opera
3 “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin” writer
4 Proclaimed
5 Grazing lands
for gnus
6 Up
7 Massage
deeply
8 It can be used
to walk the dog
9 Ultraliberals
10 Arbitrary
parental “expla-
nation”
11 Eve’s beginning
12 Month after avril
13 Additionally
21 Stairwell item
22 Catch, as a
bronco
25 Western New
York town
26 Toy piano
sound
27 Does a film edi-
tor’s job
29 ___ the line
30 Thus far
31 Canada’s ___
National Park
32 Terrible
33 Mideastern
dancer’s asset
37 Burn lightly
38 Donkey
39 Three-fingered
saluter
41 1820 White
House resi-
dents
42 Group
44 Princeton team
45 Fixate (on)
46 Scoundrels
49 Fifty minutes
past the hour
50 Adlai’s running
mate
51 Answers an
invitation
53 Gulf of ___
(entrance to the
Red Sea)
54 Mah-jongg
piece
55 Prince in the
comics, for
short
56 Altar declara-
tion
57 Female hare
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Puzzle by Patrick Merrell
No. 0710
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39
40 41 42
43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54
55 56 57 58 59
60 61 62
63 64 65
We apologize for Monday’s problem with the crossword. Today’s cross-
word is current, and the answers to Monday’s crossword are available.
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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DOONESBURY BY GARRY TRUDEAU
the average faculty salary at public
universities last year was $62,500.
Eastern ranked last with an average
faculty salary of $51,300 and the
University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana was the leader
in faculty salaries with an average of
$78,400.
The board will also hear a report
from the Committee on Access and
Diversity that researched the possi-
bility of improving diversity
throughout Illinois schools. The
report includes a recommendation
that all high school graduates com-
plete a college-prep core curricu-
lum.
Last year Eastern achieved an
all-time high in minority enroll-
ment at 9.62 percent.
Another issue to be addressed by
the board is student fees and how
they are applied. According to
Hencken, the board is looking to
implement a process where stu-
dents have more input into how
student fees are assigned.
Hencken said this isn’t really a
big issue for Eastern because our
student fee system already has out-
lets such as student government,
where students can voice their
opinions.
“We’ve been doing that here for
a long time. I think some other
campuses are going to take a look at
it,” he said. “I don’t think it will be
earth shattering to us, but it might
be for other campuses.”
The board’s meeting will also
include the allocation of grants. A
total of 134 competitive projects at
universities throughout the state are
recommended for funding, includ-
ing 77 short-term projects and 57
long-term projects.
The grant recommendations
include three allocations for
Eastern, two of which are short-
term projects and one long-term
project.
IBHE
from Page 1
Charleston Community Church praise team.
The event was largely attended by families from the
Charleston community, who stayed throughout the
majority of the three-hour evening, while most Eastern
students who attended only passed through.
“I don’t think it was very student-oriented,” Siegel
said. “For a community event, it was good.”
In the middle of the Praise Fest, pastors from area
churches and campus ministries introduced themselves.
“It was neat for the students to see all the different
pastors and how they’re all a family, and they all get
along,” Siegel said.
Sarah Jones, a part-time Eastern student studying
elementary education and the lead singer of the Praise
Assembly of God praise team, said it was fun to get all
the different churches together to focus on God.
She said she got positive feedback from people who
attended the event.
“People enjoyed the fact that they got to see lots of
the churches represented,” Jones said. “It’s one thing to
hear a name, and it’s another to see how they actually
worship God.”
Despite a low attendance from Eastern students,
Siegel believed the Praise Fest was a positive event.
“It was good for all the people with their windows
open to hear the music,” she said. “It’s a God thing. He
can handle it.”
Praise
from Page 1
add a small convenience store next to
Coffee Express, he said.
The project will begin once a good date
is available on which to schedule the pro-
ject.
Completed projects include the expan-
sion of the parking lot south of Lantz,
which was done to compensate for parking
lost along Fourth Street between Grant and
Lincoln avenues, Shrake said.
A chilled water loop has been installed
from McAfee to the Union, Shrake said.
While the work by McAfee was in progress,
stairs and the ramp by the building were
taken out and replaced by a new sidewalk.
“It was torn up to install the chilled
water loop and we took advantage of the
situation and installed the new ramp.”
He said the improvement was necessary
because the old ramp would fill with sedi-
ment and become muddy following rainfall.
Another new chilled water loop in the
South Quad is two or three weeks away
from completion, but major north-south
sidewalks have remained opened.
Work is done on cosmetic renovations in
academic buildings including upgraded
seating in Phipps Lecture Hall of the
Physical Science Building, lighting in the
Coleman Lecture Hall, a new emergency
generator at the north end of Buzzard Hall,
the addition of 20 ceiling projectors in aca-
demic buildings, toilets in the Student
Recreation Center, and re-roofing of the
O’Brien Press Box and the Life Science
Annex.
Weller Hall and Booth Library will be
re-roofed in the next few months as well.
Work in university housing has been
done on kitchens in some of the university
apartments, rehab on the elevators in
Carmen Hall, and re-roofing Giffin in
University Court.
Shrake said the next phase of campus
improvement is planning for the new clini-
cal services building, which will be located
between Klehm and Thomas halls and will
begin at the end of the spring semester.
Farther in the future, Shrake said the
renovation of the Dounda Fine Arts
Building will begin when the Clinical
Services Building is complete.
Praise
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Desegregation plan no longer
existant in Rockford schools
ROCKFORD (AP) — Though Rockford public
school students are not likely to notice it, Aug. 28
represents a bit more than just the start of another
school year in the state’s second-largest city.
It will also mark the start of the first school year
in half a decade in which the system will be oper-
ating without a court-mandated desegregation
plan.
“I look at it as a new page in our history because
we have laid to rest so many issues,” said Rockford
School Board President Gloria Cardenas Cudia,
who is retiring in November.
A decision last April by the 7th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals overturned a 1996 decree by fed-
eral Magistrate Judge P. Michael Mahoney that had
the district build new schools, hire liaisons to black
and Hispanic residents and institute a school
assignment program creating racial balance at every
public school.
In the ruling, Judge Richard Posner wrote that
Rockford had met its legal duty to desegregate its
schools, even though nonwhite children’s achieve-
ment still lags behind that of white children.
The decision squelched years of squabbling
among parents and taxpayers over a number of
issues, many of them tied to opposition to tax
increases levied to pay for desegregation.
In his opinion, Posner noted that through 1999,
Rockford taxpayers had incurred total costs of $238
million to comply with the 1996 decree and prede-
cessors dating to 1989.
That was the year a group calling itself People
Who Care sued the district behind claims that offi-
cials discriminated against black and Hispanic stu-
dents.
The district eventually was found guilty, and the
federal court imposed oversight of its daily opera-
tions.
Now, citizen committees are working to help the
district make the switch from court control to local
control. One of the bodies will address how stu-
dents are assigned to schools.
The committees’ recommendations must be
approved by the school board, with a goal of reach-
ing decisions on key issues before next summer.
Such activity initially will be transparent to
Rockford’s 27,000 students, said school board
member Mike Williams.
“The impact won’t be felt by the students for a
while,” he said.
Train collision
hospitalizes two
RANSOM (AP) — Two peo-
ple were taken to a hospital
Monday after two freight trains
collided on a Burlington
Northern-Santa Fe Railroad track
about 70 miles southwest of
Chicago.
One Burlington Northern-
Santa Fe Railroad freight train
struck the rear of another that was
stopped on the track in LaSalle
County, about a half-mile east of
Ransom. The accident happened
just before 9 a.m., Sheriff Tom
Templeton said.
Two crewmen from the trailing
train were taken to a hospital in
Streator as a precaution, said rail-
road spokesman Steve Forsberg.
Their injuries did not appear to be
serious, he said.
Forsberg said a container train
traveling from Los Angeles to
New York had stopped on the
track when it was struck from
behind by a freight train. The
trailing train was traveling from
Kansas City, Kan., to Chicago.
Forsberg said the last car of the
forward train derailed, as did two
locomotives and four freight cars
from the trailing train. Neither
train was carrying hazardous
materials, he said.
Injuries don’t appear to be series
as one car rear ends another
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MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
SHOUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
READY TO
THROW
YOU OUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO
DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
Ephedrine didn’t cause Wheeler’s death
CHICAGO (AP) –
Northwestern football player
Rashidi Wheeler had the stimulant
ephedrine in his system when he
collapsed during a grueling Aug. 3
workout, but the banned substance
did not cause his death, the Cook
County medical examiner said
Monday.
“We do not think this con-
tributed to his death,” Dr. Edmund
Donoghue said. “We think this is a
classic case of exercise-induced
bronchial asthma.”
Wheeler, a chronic asthmatic,
collapsed during a preseason condi-
tioning drill involving a series of
windsprints and was pronounced
dead a short time later at Evanston
Hospital. Donoghue had earlier
listed bronchial asthma as the cause
of death.
Wheeler’s mother, Linda Will,
has said the university wasn’t pre-
pared to deal with such an emer-
gency during what was supposed to
be a voluntary preseason workout,
with no oxygen on the field and not
enough medical staff present. She
has enlisted the help of the Rev.
Jesse Jackson and attorney Johnnie
Cochran Jr.
“It really doesn’t change our
focus simply because we are looking
at what could have been done after
he had gone down,” said Randall
Schwartz, an attorney for Will.
“The cause of why he went down
remains what it was originally. So
the question for us remains the
same: Was he given adequate and
appropriate medical care?”
The university has been inves-
tigating the incident, including
whether Wheeler took a nutritional
supplement containing a form of
ephedrine, a substance banned by
the NCAA that has been linked to
strokes and heart attacks.
Wheeler had both ephedrine
and pseudoephedrine in his system
that came from the Chinese herb
ma huang, an ingredient in some
nutritional supplements. While
Donoghue couldn’t say conclusively
that Wheeler used a nutritional
supplement, he said the toxicology
report is consistent with its use.
But the amount of the stimu-
lants in Wheeler’s system were
“well below toxic or lethal levels,”
Donoghue said.
Published reports have suggest-
ed Wheeler may have taken an
energy-enhancing supplement con-
taining ephedrine. And Donoghue
said the medical examiner’s office
was given a supplement called
Ultimate Punch.
“The levels are consistent with
what someone might have if you
had taken that supplement the day
he died,” Donoghue said.
Ephedrine also is used to treat
asthmatics, but Donoghue said the
drug didn’t come from medication.
“It’s reported someone said he
took the supplement. Now we find
he’s got ephedrine in his system.
This is the most likely explanation
for it,” he said.
Toxicology tests also showed no
sign of albuterol, the medication in
most asthma inhalers. That means
it probably wasn’t used that day,
Donoghue said. Northwestern line-
backer Pat Durr said a teammate
sprayed an inhaler into Wheeler’s
mouth, but Wheeler appeared to be
laboring too much to inhale it.
Northwestern spokesman Alan
Cubbage said the medical examin-
er’s report would be included in the
school’s internal review.
“Certainly this additional infor-
mation will be helpful as we do our
review. This is one of many aspects
involved in it,” he said.
Wheeler’s family also has alleged
it took too long for paramedics to
be called after he collapsed, possibly
as long as 40 minutes. A videotape
released by the family shows the
conditioning drill continuing even
after Wheeler was helped off the
field.
The release of the 911 calls
Monday show that when para-
medics were called, the first attempt
failed as the caller was cut off. The
second caller gets through and is
able to direct emergency personnel
to the field.
Durr said paramedics weren’t
called sooner because the attack
didn’t initially seem to be any dif-
ferent than other attacks Wheeler
had had. Northwestern trainer Tory
Aggeler has said Wheeler had more
than 30 asthma attacks in his three
years at Northwestern. Wheeler
had passed a physical July 12.
Cubbage said he didn’t know
when or if Northwestern football
players would be drug tested this
year, saying that the NCAA pre-
scribes the testing policies. NCAA
spokeswoman Jane Jankowski said
Division I football players are sub-
ject to testing at any time during
the year, but may not be tested at
all.
Ephedrine was listed as a stimu-
lant on the NCAA’s banned list in
July 1997, Jankowski said. A player
that violates the policy could be
ruled ineligible for one calendar
year and charged with the loss of
one full season, meaning the lost
season could not be made up.
Wood undergoes
MRI, not likely 
to start Sunday
CHICAGO (AP) – Kerry
Wood had an MRI done on his ail-
ing right shoulder Monday and
likely will not be activated from the
15-day disabled list in time for his
next scheduled start Sunday.
Results from the test were not
yet available before the Cubs dou-
bleheader with the Brewers, but
manager Don Baylor said 
Wood would most likely not
pitch against the Cardinals this
weekend.
“Sunday is probably out of the
question,” Baylor said. “I would not
look forward to that.”
Wood has been on the DL
retroactive to August 4 with ten-
dinitis in his shoulder.
Baylor said the MRI was done
because the discomfort would not
go away and to make sure there is
no structural damage.
“He had soreness one day in the
front. The following day it was in
the back. That was somewhat of a
red flag,” Baylor said.
“Hopefully, there’s no problems.
That’s why it (the MRI) was done.”
Wood, the 1998 NL Rookie of
the Year who missed the entire
1999 season after undergoing
elbow ligament replacement
surgery, is 10-6 this season with a
3.50 ERA.
In his last outing on Aug. 3, he
allowed just three hits in eight
innings, beating the Dodgers 2-1.
He skipped his next start and was
eventually placed on the DL.
The cause of why he went down remains what is was origi-
nally. So the question for us remains the same: Was he given
adequate and appropriate medical care?
Randall Schwartz,
attorney for Linda Will, mother of Rashidi Wheeler
“
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Cubs split twinbill with Brewers
CHICAGO (AP) – Jamey
Wright won for the first time in
six weeks and Kevin Brown hit a
three-run homer Monday night as
the Milwaukee Brewers beat the
Chicago Cubs 10-2 to earn a dou-
bleheader split.
In the opener, Sammy Sosa hit
his 45th homer and Delino
DeShields hit a bases-loaded
triple with two outs in the eighth
as the Cubs rallied for a 7-4 victo-
ry.
Sosa hit his 46th homer in the
nightcap, his 11th homer in 16
games, but it wasn’t nearly enough
as the second-place Cubs stayed
two games behind Houston in the
NL Central.
Wright (9-8) got his first win
since July 3 — a span of eight
starts — and was backed by five-
run outbursts in the fourth and
fifth innings.
He gave up five hits in eight
innings, including a solo homer to
Corey Patterson.
The Brewers spoiled the major
league debut of Carlos Zambrano,
who was added to the roster
between games and became the
first player born in the 1980s to
appear for the Cubs.
Luis Lopez tripled to start the
fourth for the first hit off
Zambrano (0-1), a long fly to cen-
ter that Patterson misplayed.
After a walk, Richie Sexson hit
an RBI single and Hernandez
added a sacrifice fly.
Mike Coolbaugh walked and
then Brown sent his third homer
in three days to right to make it 5-
0.
Sexson, who had three RBIs in
the opener, singled in another run
in the fifth, Felix Heredia threw a
run-scoring wild pitch and
Hernandez hit a two-run triple
when Patterson stumbled before
diving for the sinking liner.
Wright retired the first 11 men
he faced before Sosa walked and
Fred McGriff singled for the
Cubs’ first hit in the fourth.
The 20-year-old Zambrano
lasted just four-plus innings, giv-
ing up four hits and seven runs.
Chicago rallied from a 4-1 deficit
to win the opener.
``We were a little sluggish in
the beginning, but Sammy got us
the momentum we need when he
hit the homer,’’ Chicago manager
Don Baylor said.
The Cubs didn’t get in until
late Sunday night after a long
game in Arizona and fell behind
4-1 when Sexson hit his 30th
homer off Jon Lieber in the fifth.
Sosa’s homer made it 4-3 in the
bottom of the inning. The drive
came off Allen Levrault, who was
demoted to the minors right after
the game.
The Cubs tied it on Joe
Girardi’s RBI single in the sixth
and had the bases loaded before
DeShields hit into a double play.
In the eighth, with two outs and
the bases loaded again, DeShields
got a second chance.
The Cubs lost the second game
10-2 against the Brewers.
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“It’s real impressive,” Schmitz said. “It’s
like the Taj Mahal. It says a lot .”
Although the schedule was pushed back,
construction won’t interfere with practice in
the upcoming weeks.
“It won’t conflict because the construction
workers leave by 3 p.m. and we don’t start
practice until after that.”
Additional parking also opened last week
following the removal of several old tennis
courts between Lantz Gym and Darling
Courts, currently used for intercollegiate
competition.
While these new spaces are being used,
parking in this area will also change depend-
ing on the athletic event. During football and
basketball games portions of the parking lot
will be reserved for Panther Club members.
“It’s been good for us in athletics because
it allows more parking for events,” McDuffie
said.
“Different events have different restric-
tions for parking.”
The final outdoor project surrounding the
athletic department will be the resurfacing
the outdoor track.
“The work on the track was delayed by the
contractor, but it was still on our schedule for
this summer,” McDuffie said.
“It should be complete by early
September.”
Head men’s track coach Tom Akers said
the earliest completion date for the resurfac-
ing is Sept. 17.
“At this time I’m not really sure what
direction this is going,” he said. “If they can’t
make this date, I would imagine we might
have to go to the second bidder.”
Akers said the contracting company
claims it has rejected two batches of rubber
materials used to surface the track because
they were not up to standards.
“You’d like to think that they really are
making sure we’re getting the best material
possible,” Akers said. “But after being
through this before, part of me says this
might be a stalling tactic.”
If the project gets delayed much longer, it
could be held over until next year.
“The outdoor track is probably one of the
better ones in the Midwest, but it just doesn’t
look as nice as they other ones because of all
the different patches of blue,” Akers said.
“It’s still a fast surface, but the number of
days where the weather will be right and the
temperature will be right are running low.
“And then we get into dealing with home
football games which would probably be
more of an aesthetic inconvenience,” he said.
“Hopefully we won’t have to wait until next
year, but whatever the administration
decides, I’ll comply with.”
Inside Lantz Gym, bleachers have been
removed as the athletic department prepares
for an enhanced gymnasium for the volleyball
and basketball seasons.
“The old seating on the upper level is
coming out and they are delivering the mate-
rial this week,” McDuffie said. “They’re
behind, which is a disappointment, but it’s
getting done.”
With a volleyball tournament scheduled
in Lantz Aug. 31, the construction shouldn’t
restrict play in the gym.
“I don’t think there will be a problem,”
McDuffie said. “There is enough seating in
the lower level and the permanent bleachers
in the upper level to accommodate the vol-
leyball games.
“The construction must accommodate for
those games as well as classes and other
things because they delayed the construc-
tion.”
The video replay screens for the gymnasi-
um are being manufactured and are sched-
uled to be installed and the end of September
as well.
As for any additional work around the
athletic department after the projects wrap up
this fall, the tennis team is looking forward to
having lights installed around the courts.
“We had hoped the lights from the Weller
courts would be saved and put up at the new
courts, but I don’t know if they could have
been saved,” McDuffie said.
“The construction is doing well and it
looks like everything will be done by the end
of September, but I can’t speak for the
library,” McDuffie said.
“Sometimes you need to overlook all the
construction work to get to the good things.”
Construction
from Page 12
You think you can avert your
attention away from the game,
but it’s everywhere. It must be a
St. Louis thing.
Or maybe I just have weird
friends. Friends who are
Cardinal fans are just irritating
to talk to. They still think the
Cardinals can win the division.
Now St. Louis is on an 11-
game winning streak. But it
gets worse.
The Cubs are on a three-
game slide, and now two games
under Houston. St. Louis is just
a half game behind Chicago.
Being in Central Illinois,
excuse me, Southern Illinois,
it’s natural to be surrounded by
Cardinal fans, but if I have to
continue watching St. Louis
until October I’ll probably
puke.
I know St. Louis is closer to
Charleston than Chicago, but
come on.
We all know who is going to
be on top of the division. After
all, Cubs fans only need one
TV.
Rojek
from Page 12
It’s real impressive. It’s like the
Taj Mahal. It says a lot.
Jim Schmitz,
Baseball head coach
“
”
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We got wings!
KITCHEN IS OPEN!
Hot wings only 25¢ each
(dine-in only-with drink purchase)
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served with ranch dressing
(regularly basket of 6 for $3.00)
monday - thursday 7pm-11pm - friday - saturday 5pm-11pm
Pints of Guinness
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wanted for
The Daily 
Eastern News.
call 581-2812
ASK FOR MICHELLE!
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Royals defeat White Sox 10-1 in Kansas City
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) –
Jose Valentin committed errors on
two consecutive bases-loaded
grounders, opening the way for the
Kansas City Royals five-run third
inning in a 10-1 win over the
Chicago White Sox on Monday
night.
Raul Ibanez and Dave McCarty
each homered and drove in three
runs as Kansas City handed the
White Sox their fourth straight
loss.
Valentin’s errors came after the
Royals opened the third with three
straight singles off starter Sean
Lowe (6-4).
First, he failed to come up with
Carlos Beltran’s grounder, allowing
Beltran to reach first as Carlos
Febles scored. Valentin then fielded
Joe Randa’s grounder cleanly but
threw high to catcher Mark
Johnson, allowing Luis Alicea to
slide home safely.
Ibanez followed with an RBI
single, and McCarty hit a two-run
single out of the glove of diving left
fielder Carlos Lee for a 6-0 lead.
Kansas City right-hander Blake
Stein (5-6) went six innings in his
first start since a 5-2 loss at
Milwaukee on June 17. He gave up
one runs and four hits.
Lowe gave up 10 runs — eight
earned — and 13 hits in seven
innings. Ibanez homered into the
right-field bullpen to lead off the
Royals’ second, and added an RBI
single in a three-run sixth. Randa
added a one-run single in the sixth,
and Ibanez scored on Lowe’s wild
pitch for a 9-0 lead.
Magglio Ordonez broke up the
shutout in the top of the sixth with
a one-run double to left, extending
his hitting streak to eight games,
but McCarty madeit 10-1 with a
solo homer in the seventh.
Notes
Ibanez has 21 RBIs in his last 16
games, and his 11 homers are a
career high. ... The Royals lead the
majors with 156 double plays. ...
Valentin has a pair of two-error
games this season.
The other came on July 16
against Milwaukee. ... Stein’s win
was his first decision since the
Royals beat Cleveland 13-11 on
July 1. He was 1-1 in 11 bullpen
appearances before Monday night’s
start. ... Lowe, who took the injured
David Wells’ place in the Chicago
rotation, is 0-2 with three no-deci-
sions in his last five starts. ...
Monday night’s game marked the
start of a 13-game homestand —
the longest of the season for the
Royals. After four games against
Chicago, they will play three-game
stands against Minnesota,
Anaheim and Texas. ... The Royals
hold a226-225 lead in the all-time
series with Chicago, which dates to
1969.
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Cubs fans
only need
one TV
Construction near end
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
The athletic department is con-
tinuing to advance its construction
around Lantz Gymnasium with
projects expecting to be completed
by late September.
“Construction, whether it’s at
athletic department or on campus,
tells you that things are getting bet-
ter,” Director of Athletics Rich
McDuffie said. “You have that any
time you have progress.”
Coaches’ Stadium at Monier
Field began its development last
fall, resodding the field and adding
a sprinkler system. After setting the
forms last week, cement pouring
has begun.
“It’s looking really good; it’s tak-
ing shape,” McDuffie said.
The construction is still a few
weeks behind, but is now expected
to be complete by the end of
September.
“It’s the best thing for everyone
in the long run,” McDuffie said.
With baseball practice officially
beginning on Sept. 10, head coach
Jim Schmitz is looking forward to
the new stadium.
McDuffie looks
to September
for progress
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo
editor
(Top) Construction
workers continue to
add wiring along the
new bleachers installed
at Coaches  Field
Friday.
(Right) Brian McElraby,
an electrician with
Anderson Electric adds
new wiring to the stadi-
um Friday afternoon.
Ithink I’m spending too muchtime around Cardinal fans.Now I’ve always been a Cubs
fan since I was little – good old
Wrigley Field. Sweet home,
Chicago.
But it all began on Monday in
St. Louis on my retreat with my
fellow editors of the Daily Eastern
News. My hotel room happened
to be right across the street from
Busch Stadium and it just so hap-
pened to be the start of the
Cardinals’ three-game homestand
against the Reds.
Between the red fireworks and
the swarm of red T-shirts walking
the streets of St. Louis, it was a
Cubs fan’s worst nightmare.
I was forced to watch part of
the Cardinals game Monday night
at the sports bar because it was on
every television in the place – until
our sports editor, Bill Ruthhart,
demanded the Cubs game to be
shown on one of the tubes.
The Cardinals won 3-2 over
Cincinnati while the Cubs were in
the midst of suffering a 9-5 loss to
Houston. But that didn’t stop
some of us from tormenting the
Cards fans.
On our way back to the hotel,
in the sea of smiling Cardinal
fans, Bill began shouting Cubs
remarks at the fans.
I was waiting for a Central
Division brawl, but instead we
watched everyone from the 7-
year-old fans donning oversized
McGwire jerseys to the 70-year-
old die-hards defending their
Cardinals by reminding us of the
Cubbies’ loss. And it didn’t help
any that Houston was now on top
of the division.
Then the next day there were
more home runs and more fire-
works across the street followed by
a 7-1 win one day and an 8-4 vic-
tory the next.
It’s only grown worse since
then.
The Cardinals have continued
on to take three more games from
the then first place Phillies later
that week, all of which I had the
privilege of watching – on two
T.V. sets in one room. What is it
with these weird mulit-T.V.
rooms? 
White represents U.S. in Bejiing
File photo
Ron White arrived in Bejiing, China Monday to represent the United States
in the World University Games.
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
Ron White spent what was like-
ly the 14 least enjoyable hours of his
life to spend two of the most excit-
ing weeks of his life half a world
away.
The senior javelin thrower spent
most of Monday flying to Bejiing,
China to represent the United
States in the World University
Games.
“I don’t think we was looking
forward to the flight so much,”
men’s head track coach Tom Akers
said. “But he was really excited to
get over there and compete well
and enjoy the experience which is a
good attitude.”
White, who could not be
reached Monday, earned a third
place finish at the U.S.
Championships earlier this year
with a throw of 238 feet, good
enough to send him to Bejiing, the
site of the 2008 Olympic Games.
“The selection of the team was
based upon the finishes in the U.S.
Championships, which included
pro athletes as well as college ama-
teurs,” Akers said.
“Ron finished third at the U.S.
Championships and was the top
collegiate competitor. The top two
college competitors from the U.S.
Nationals are invited to the World
University Games.”
White will spend two weeks in
China, throwing in a preliminary
round Aug. 30 with the javelin
finals scheduled for Sept. 1.
“I’m not sure how he’ll measure
up on the world scene at the uni-
versity level,” Akers said.
“Generally, the U.S. is a little
behind the rest of the world in the
javelin.”
After redshirting last spring to
have an additional year of training
before his fifth and final year of col-
lege, White gained a valuable expe-
rience this summer.
“Tom Pukstys, the U.S. record
holder in the javelin, came down for
one of our camps this summer and
he and Ron had the opportunity to
get an afternoon of work in togeth-
er,” Akers said.
“That was a really good oppor-
tunity for him.”
Pukstys, a six-time U.S.
Champion, finished second in the
U.S. Championships this summer,
one spot in front of White.
“From the first time he saw Ron
throw he said, ‘Wow. This kid’s got
a rocket arm,’” Akers said.
“He pointed out some things to
really work hard on, but he thought
if Ron continues to progress he’ll be
a hopeful for the U.S. in 2004.”
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